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1> What would you call a thick mass of ice that is floating in open water? 
 

2> Solve for y - 3y + 2 = 29 
 

3> What is the largest bird in the world? 
 

4> Who was Julius Caesar? 
 

5> How many dice are used in the game of backgammon? 
 

6> What movie is about the teenage son of the Easter Bunny who leaves Easter 
Island for Hollywood to pursue his dream of becoming a drummer? 

 
7> What track and field sport involves "putting" a heavy steel ball? 

 
8> What is the name of the apostle who betrayed Jesus? 

 
9> How many red balls are on a snooker table when the games begins? 

 
10> What does a caterpillar eventually turn into? 

 
11> King Henry VIII is well-known for having many different wives. How many 

wives did he have? 
 

12> Which of the following is a secondary color - red, green or blue? 
 

13> Frogs belong to a group of animals called? 
 

14> Finish the following cliché, "That's the way the cookie...". 

 
15> How many inches are there in four and a half feet? 
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Answers:  

 

1> Iceberg - When an iceberg is melting, it makes a fizzing sound.  
2> 9 - 3 x 9 + 2 = 29  

3> Ostrich - The ostrich is native to Africa.  
4> Roman General - Julius was assassinated at the age of 55.  

5> Two - Backgammon was first played about 5,000 years ago.  
6> Hop - Mr. Bunny sends the Pink Berets, his three ninja royal guards,  to find 

his son.  
7> Shot Put - The first recording of weight-throwing events dates back more than 

2000 years ago.  
8> Judas - Judas betrayed Jesus with a kiss.  

9> 15 - There are a total of 22 snooker balls on the table at the start of the game 
(including the cue ball).   

10> Butterfly - A butterfly's life cycle consists of four stages - egg, larva, pupa 
and adult.  

11> 8 - Henry VIII was King of England from 1509 until his death in 1547.  
12> Green - Secondary colors are made by mixing two primary colors.  

13> Amphibians - Frogs, like all amphibians, are cold-blooded.  
14> Crumbles - Used often to underline the failure of an action.  

15> 54 - There are 12 inches in a foot. 
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